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INTRODUCTION

The writer feels that the disposition of logging slash

is one of the most important problems facing foresters of

today.

This is very true in the Douglas-fir region of wes

tern Oregon, where under the impetus of national defense,
loggers and millmen are again facing a rising market for
their products.

History shows that it was in a like period—World War I
and the decade following—that large contiguous areas of the

Douglas-fir forests were clear-cut and burned and re-burned,
with little thought for the future (there was a "national
emergency") and we, the foresters of today, were left with
thousands of acres of barren timber lands populated with

brush, annual weeds, and ghost-like snags, the remnants of
once mighty forests.

This would not be the case if the slash

burning and protection had been properly planned.

We have pictured and publicized the planting of these

burns until the general public and many foresters believe
that forestry is the planting of trees, and that it is always

necessary to plant after logging.

The writer believes that

forestry begins with the forest—the living trees—and that
every step that is taken in-harvesting the forest crop, pre

paration for the future crop, and protecting the land, is of
great importance to the future of the community, the county,
the state, and the nation.

Slash burning, a silvicultural benefit if properly done,
is a vaccination of the area against a future conflagration.
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It can be an aid to the natural reproduction of Douglas-fir,

the species which again is answering the call of its native
land for lumber and structural timbers in this emergency.

If the slash-burning is done correctly we will not be
left after this war with thousands of barren acres to plant.

If proper logging methods are followed and wise judgment is
used in burning the slash, it is not necessary to plant to
secure reproduction, except in very unusual cases.

My thesis is' that slash burning in the Douglas-fir region
of Western Oregon is one of the most important operations
having to do with the success of any timber management plan
which is conscientiously dedicated to sustained yield.

Thousands

of acres of timber land which were logged and burned are now

producing a second crop of timber and not a single one of the
trees was planted.

Douglas-fir is a prolific seeder and the

mineral soil left after successful slash burning is a good

seed bed.

Unfavorable species or poor specimens of good

species are killed by the fire and the field is left open for
the fast-growing, aggressive Douglas-fir.

Slash burning is one of the most important operations,
also because of the dangers attached to its use.

If not pro

perly done, selective logging, approved cutting methods, and
other silvicultural practices are all for naught, because one

disastrous slashing fire can cause irreparable damage to pro
jects of all ages.

In Oregon the state law reouires that a release from re

sponsibility

be given to the operator on an area that has

been logged.

Usually this means that the slash must be burned
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before the protective organization will assume the respon

sibility for protection of the land.

The word usually is

used advisedly because since the advent of the tractor in

logging, with the consequent reduction of slash on the ground,
several State Fire

hardens have issued releases on land which

has not been burned, because they realize that this is auite
often the best procedure where the area logged is small, the

logs removed low in number, and the slash on the ground of
little consequence.

But we still are faced with the problem

of disposing of the slash on areas which have been high-lead
logged, or clear cut.

DECAY OF DOUGLAS FIR SL-xSH

Decay of Douglas-fir slash is too slow.

Childs says that:

"examinations of logging debris on 135 representative
slashings west of the Cascade mountains in Oregon and Wash
ington indicate that decay of logs is too slow to facilitate
fire control materially during the period when rapid control
is most likely to be necessary, and that decay causes a marked
reduction in the inflammability of slash only after perennial
vegetation has shaded it sufficiently to prevent excessive
drying. Although a few of the slash-inhabiting fungi are
also able to attack living trees, the presence of old slash
is not likely to cause any appreciable increase of disease in
future stands." (1)
COMPaRaTIYE RESULTS ON BURNED aND UNBURNSD SLaSH aREaS

Security from fire is what every timber-land owner wants

when he plans for sustained yield on his land.

The maximum

of this security is reached when the areas once logged are
again covered with a continuous growth of trees 15 to 30 or
more years old.

Slash-burning has the one real advantage of removing
some of the hazard and thus lowering the possibility of a
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disastrous conflagration, or uncontrollable fire.

This ad

vantage is temporary to an extent and when the long time
viewpoint is taken, one realizes that there are many areas

which should not be burned, but on which increased protection
for several years will serve the same purpose and the maximum

of security can be thus reached more quickly.

Fires are nearly

always more difficult to control on unburned areas, but under
some conditions the risk is much less if the area is unburned

and the resultant fire hazard-risk rating is approximately the
same.

Munger and Matthews (3) give the following rules:
Burn slashings where these conditions prevail-a. Burn where the chances of accidental fires are high
or the opportunities for fire control are poor.
b.

Where the cutting is clean and there is not an under-

story that would be killed by the fire and make another hazard
comparable to the initial slash.

c.
./here the conflagration hazard. is high, due to very
extensive areas of recent cuttings.
Do not burn slashings where these conditions prevail—
a.

Where there is a considerable reserve stand or

understory that would be killed by the fire, thus making
little or no net gain in reducing the fire hazard.
b.
,/here the logged-off area is well isolated from risk
of fire and is not a particularly high hazard in itself.
c. Where there is good stand of advance or subsequent
reproduction that promises to give shade and reduce fuel in
flammability in a very few years.

The following graphs summarize studies recently completed

in the Douglas*"fir region of Washington and Oregon by the
Pacific N.W. Forest and Range Experiment Station.
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These curves show the trend of rate-of-

spread ratings of slash-burned (once-burned) and unburned
cut-over lands in the years after cutting.

They are based on

estimates of the behavior of small fires (less than % acre)
under the same weather in each area.

The kind, quantity,

arrangement, and moisture content of the fine fuels were im
portant factors. Individual areas show wide variation from
the curves, but the average rate of spread was approximately
the same on burned and unburned land about six years after

cutting. The drop in rate of spread after 10 to 1£ years is
caused by the shade of reproduction or brush which decreases
herbage and increases the fuel moisture content.
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Resistance to Control.

The

tre nd of resistance-to-control

ratings of slash-burned (once-burne d) and unburned cut-over
lands for 20 years after cutting is shown by these curves,
They are based on estimates of the number of man hours required
to control small fires (less than % acre) by handwork. Time
required to clear a fire line and d ig a trench to mineral soil
were the principal considerations, Even after 20 years resistance to control averaged somewhat higher on unburned than on

burned cut-overs.
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Fire Hazard Rating.
An expression of the total fire
control job was obtained by multiplying rate of spread by
resistance to control.
The resultant fire hazard rating of
the once-burned and unburned areas is shown in above curves.

Reason for multiplying the two factors: The rate of spread
expresses the number of chains of perimeter added to the job
each hour; the resistance to control expresses the number
of men required to control one chain of perimeter; therefore,
the total number of men required to control the spread of each
hour can be obtained by multiplying the rate of perimeter in
crease by the number of men required to control each chain of
perimeter.
The curves indicate that there is a big difference be

tween the fire control job on burned and on unburned lands
in the first years after cutting. Thus two years after cut

ting one man might be able to control a small fire on burned
land in one hour, but about sixteen men might be required to
control the same size fire in the same time in unburned slash.

Individual areas in different parts of the region showed wide

variations, but after 10 years the average difference between
burned and unburned cut-over land diminishes rapidly and in

20 years they have practically the same hazard rating. The
aggregate hazard on unburned land through the first two decades
after logging is only 1.8 times that on burned land.
Growth of a forest cover that is dense enough to shade out

brush and ground cover but not too dense for men to work in is
a major factor in reducing the fire hazard rating after 15 to
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20 years. Hence reburning or poor restocking of cut-over
land tends to keep the fire hazard at a high level over a

long period of years. (3)
IMPORTANCE OF PROMPT SLASH DISPOSAL

It is quite important that wherever possible the slash
of the year's logging be burned each fall, or possibly in the

spring.

Douglas-fir seed loses most of its viability generally

within the first year, and if advantage is to be taken of the
year's seed supply the slash should be burned before the seed

either loses its viability, or germinates and the seedlings
are burned in the lata slash fire.

In such an event the only

chances for the area to reforest naturally, come from such

seed trees as may be left, from an occasional ungerminated
seed that still lies dormant in the duff, or from seed blown
in from a neighboring bank of green timber.

If the full

benefit of seed from neighboring uncut timber is to be obtained

the slash burning ought to be done before this seed supply is
too far away.

Spring burning is risky unless the operator is

willing to go to the expense of a complete mop-up job, but gen
erally spring fires do not consume the duff to the degree that

fall fires do, consequently more of the seed of the last and
earlier seed crops might be expected to survive spring fires
than fall fires.
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There are difficulties and disadvantages in burning at

any season, and the operator must compare all of these advan
tages and disadvantages and face the facts.

Perhaps the best

policy would be to burn whenever possible, either in the fall
or spring, or even in the winter when the opportunity presented
itself.

On December 16, 1940, the Oregon-American Lumber Corp.
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burned 1200 acres of heavy Douglas-fir slashing in Clatsop
County, with very good results.

BROADCAST'BURNING

Disposal of slash by broadcast burning consists of leav

ing the debris exactly as it lies after logging and then, at
a time when the fire will spread, firing the area according

to plan (or often rather haphazardly) and allowing it to run
at will over the area to be burned.

As will be shown later,

there are various methods of firing the slashings which o-ive
some control over the rapidity and direction of the fire.

The

effect of broadcast burning, as often done, is quite damaging
to advance reproduction and to trees that may have been left

standing.

The Oregon Forest Conservation Aot (Chapter 237,

Oregon Laws, 1941.) Section 4, states:

"In the conduct of

logging operations and prior to and during slash disposal by
burning required by Section 107-222, O.C.L.A., proper pre
cautions shall be taken and every reasonable effort made by

the operator to protect residual stands and/or trees left un
cut as a source of seed supply from destruction by fire

."

Therefore, the writer believes that only controlled broadcast
burning will be used in the future.

(9)
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Figure 8.—Broadcast burning may actually intensify the fire hazard by increasing
the amount of inflammable fuel, as on this broadcast liurn, where the Uv '
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shown above should be the result of broadcast burning.

Fire

breaks can be constructed easier and cheaply around plots of

reproduction,and the firing done in such a manner as to prevent
damage to promising stands.

It is generally the practice, and will necessarily be

under the new Act, throughout the logging operation area to
leave seed trees scattered.

Two or three of these to the acre

is considered sufficient (now required by Chapter 237, Oregon

Laws, 1941) and usually they may be trees which are below
merchantable margin and would be left on the ground if felled.
It is advantageous to go through each new settin? and pick
wind firm trees which may be left and mark them.

Care should

be taken in logging to protect these selected trees and wherever
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possible it is good practice to "chunk

out" around them so

that the subsequent slash fire will not damage or possibly
kill them.

Needless to say, slash burning should be kept up

to date so that it is not necessary to Droadcast.burn con

tiguous areas of over several hundred acres.

SPOT BURNING

Spot burning has become quite popular and very feasible
since the advent of the tractor into the Douglas-fir forests.

This is a modified form of broadcast burning in which only

the heaviest patches of slash are fired and the flames are
not allowed to spread over the entire area.

It is not neces

sary to handle or pile the slash, but in tractor and gas don
key selective logging it occurs more or less in piles.

By

this method, the burning is done when the slash is not exces

sively dry and when weather conditions are such that the fires
will burn well enough in heavy slash but will not spread where
the fuels are

scant.

Spot burning is done both spring and fall, but again pre
ferably in the fall.

It costs more per acre to dispose of the

slashings by this method because more men are needed to set

the fire, but over a long period of time the cost is probably
less because fewer fires get away, there is less damage to re

sidual growth, and there are no huge expenses required to con
trol .the smaller fires.

All in all, spot burning is to be

recommended as the best method to use in slash disposal in

the Douglas-fir region because less overall damage is incurred
and most of the benefits of broadcast burning are secured, with
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few of the disadvantages.

Often it is possible to dispose

of as much as 80% of the hazard by burning only 10$ of the
area.

Mr. Bush Osborne, who is conducting an exhaustive study
of slash disposal for the U. S. Forest Service, stated at
a recent conference that he can see a pronounced tendency to

do burning later in the fall and to do "forced" burning.

That

is, to burn in spots when in general the forest floor is quite
damp, and to use men and flame-throwers to start the fires and
keep them going.

Mr. Osborne said that he did not like ex

tremely hot burns; that they retarded reproduction, changed
the soil from acid reaction to basic state and that consequently

seedlings were subject to great loss by damping-off.
After considering the various pros and cons, the author

believes that slash burning, applied intelligently and with
discretion, has a permanent place in Douglas-fir forestry.

METHODS

Through experience, fairly definite methods of controlled
burning have been developed that will be applicable in most
circumstances.

aREA SELECTION

Good selection and lay-out of the particular area to be

treated contributes greatly toward the success of the project.
The following items are important:
1.

The area should be in units each of which can be completely

burned over in the allotted time.

That is, one should not set

fire to an area which is too large for the crew to handle.
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2.

The boundaries should be as regular as possible.

Sharp

turns, long fingers, and deep indentations always make for
trouble

in fire

control

and at the

same time

often cause

an

irregular burn and unsatisfactory reduction of fuels.
3.

In laying out the area full advantage should be taken of

available fire breaks, such as roads,•streams, ridge tops,
clearings, and natural openings.
4.

If the area selected goes to the top of the ridge then a

fire break should be built just over the top.

Have all timber

felled away from the top of the ridge to prevent a concentra
tion of material there.

Fall all snags or dead trees from

the ridge top.
5.

In treating one side of a narrow canyon, an area extending

from the creek bottom 100 to 150 feet up the opposite slope
should also be included.

It is quite difficult to prevent

a hot fire from crossing a narrow canyon near the bottom. (2)

PREPARATIONS FOR BURNING

1.

All standing dead timber within 200 feet inside the area

to be burned, and all snags standing outside the area within
a

distance of 75 to 100 feet should be felled.

It has been

found that standing snags outside the area are one of the

principal hazards in burning.

Such snags are readily ignited

by flying sparks even when ground fuels are too damp to ignite
from sparks.

2.

A firebreak approximately 10 feet wide should be constructed

around the area except where natural firebreaks are available.
Control in burning is based more on good preparation, favorable

fuel and weather conditions, and skillful direction of the
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actual burning than on firebreaks.

No firebreak of even 50

feet wide will actually stop a fast-traveling fire.

3.

A fire trench dug to mineral soil is needed only in areas

of heavy duff and rotten wood, where the need is definitely
apparent.

WHEN TO BURN

Determination of the best time to burn necessitates

careful evaluation of weather, fuel, slope, exposure, and

safety factors.

Hard and fast rules are not possible, as

much depends on judgment.
Weather and fuel conditions should be such that the fire

will spread and burn well in the slash area while at the same
time fuels outside are too damp to ignite from sparks.

Two

to three inches of nearly continuous rainfall should be about
the minimum in the Fall before consideration of burning heavy

Douglas-fir logging slash.

A calm day several days after such

a rain should be a good day to burn.

The fire should be set

at the time of day which will permit it to burn the hardest
before the following day.

The fuels in the slash area, under

the above conditions, being drier to begin with and having

dried faster, now have only a small percentage of moisture on
the surface.

even damp.

In the heavy piles the slash underneath is seldom

In the surrounding timbered areas the drying pro

cess has been much slower and the duff still retains its sur
face moisture because it has been partially protected from the
wind and sun.

The U. 3. Weather Bureau should always be consulted in
advance to determine the likelihood of dangerous winds during
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the burning period, and also the possibilities as to when the
next rain will fall.

This information Can often be obtained

from the nearest Forest Ranger or District Warden.

This is

the crucial period in the entire year's operation and all pos
sibilities should be considered before action is taken.

The fuel volume also has a large bearing on the success

or failure of burning.

Heavy fuel concentrations will generate

sufficient heat to burn satisfactorily when fairly green or

damp from recent rains.

Actually, the heavier the slash the

more safely it can be burned, as burning can be done when the
fire danger is low.

Light or scattered slash must be burned

when relatively dry or the fire will not spread and consume
the fuels satisfactorily.

Relatively speaking, it is much

easier to direct the fire when the fuels are dry since fires

Can be started readily and their spread more effectively re
gulated and controlled.

Burning in the spring is seldom successful because, while
the branches and outside of the logs may be dry at such times,
the inner portions are usually too wet to burn.

The fire eli

minates only the finer fuels, making it almost impossible to
burn the area again that year.
done in reduction of fuel.

Yet a good job has not been

Another very strong objection to

spring burning is that fires may hang over and break out at

inopportune times during the following fire season.

This is

especially true where over-mature Douglas fir has been logged.
Many of the standing green trees are decadent and conky and
sometimes a fire will burn unnoticed

these old trees for weeks.

in the rotten heart of

The writer knows of one example in
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which a fire was started in August in an area which had been

burned the previous May.

The fire started when the top burned

out of a tree which had been holding a smoldering hang-over
fire for months.

This is somewhat unusual but does happen,

and there would be exorbitant costs involved in mopping up

a spring slash fire to the extent that something like this
could not happen.

BURNING TECHNIQUE

although proper preparation, favorable weather, and suit
able fuel conditions contribute greatly to the success and

safety of controlled burning, much depends on skillful direc
tion of the actual burning.

It is the writer's opinion that

there is no substitute for experience and judgment.

1.

Center firing.

In this method a fire is started in the

center and then many fires are started simultaneously about

fifty feet from the edge of the area.

The tendency is for

the fires to draw toward the center and back slowly out to

the fire break.

Of course., the distance from the edge is

governed by the size of the entire plot to be burned.

This

method is not recommended on slopes over 20vu, unless great

care is used in choosing places to fire.
to

2.

set the

fires.

Strip'firing.

than 20$.

Use flame-throwers

This method is to be used on slopes steeper

Using flame-throwers, set one strip of fire down

the hill about 6 to 10 feet from the fire-break.

Let this

burn out and move down the hill approximately 30 to 50 feet
and set another strip of fire.

Continue working down the

hill enclosing larger strips in the fire.

In most mountainous

country there is a noticeable down draft in the late afternoons
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and evenings, and advantage may be taken of this by doing the

burning of steep hillsides in the evenings.

Generally it is

good practice to continue strip firing until about three-

quarters of the hillside has been fired before going to the
bottom to set a fire.

3.

Edge firing.

This method is used for burning small areas,

about three to four acres, or it .may be used in burning out
a small draw within a large area.

The fire if set along the

edges will back down into the draw from all sides and this helps
prevent the terrific draft which occurs if the fire is begun,,,
in the bottom.

Sparks thrown by such a draft are often the

subject of much concern.

There is no strong center draft here

to guide the fire so care must be used in firing large areas

that a strong run to one side does not develop. (2)
A combination of all three of these methods can be used

and modifications of them will undoubtedly be made.

Quite

often the biggest requirement in burning slashing is courage
to begin the fire.

If one knows the conditions and has de

finite plans in mind, it is much easier to touch a match to
the flame-thrower and begin setting fires systematically and
according to plans.

FIRE PROTECTIVE MEASURES AND EQUIPMENT

Fire fighting equipment such as back-pack water cans,

hand tools, pumps and hose, tank trucks, and even radio equip
ment should be on hand while the burning is in progress.

Generally, if all precautions have been taken, everything will
go well, but occasionally a slight mistake in judgment may
make it necessary to do some fire fighting.

This is rather
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to be expected if much burning is done and normal care is
taken to prevent damage to residual or adjoining timber

stands.

Also, this equipment is the best to cool down hot

spots and mop up the edges of the fire, an operation which
is always a wise precaution even if rains have set in.

P-iTROL aND MOP-UP

After the initial burning is finished, the light fuels
which tend to carry the fire fastest have been destroyed,
and the immediate period of greatest danger of escape of the
fire

is over.

The day after this first burning there should be a heavy
patrol along all the boundaries of the fire.

It may be neces

sary to burn out a few corners which were untouched by the
main fire.

It will be necessary to watch very closely for

spot fires outside the burned acreage.

These may lie dormant

for several days and go unnoticed in the smoke accompanying

the planned burning, and certainly they should be located while
small.

Often it will be necessary to mop-up the fire in areas

outside the chosen acreage.

If the fire is burning outside

the boundaries chosen it should be out out as soon as possible,
even if the weather is unfavorable to its spread.

It is generally not necessary completely to mop-up any

part of the main fire if the weather has been satisfactory,
but the possibility of a sudden change to dry, windy weather

should find men patroling the fire boundary prepared for such

an\ emergency.

Great damage to merchantable forests and to
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reproduction

has been caused by allowing slash fires to burn

outside the areas included in the plan,

and failure to continue

a proper and adequate patrol of the area after the initial
burning.

Thorough mop-up of all hang-over fires is an essential

precaution if dry weather and east winds occur after burning.
In such a case, mop-up should be pushed on areas immediately
adjacent to the fire line as soon as the fire has burned away

from the line and made such action possible. (5)

CONCLUSION

Heavy accumulations of logging, slash create an extreme

fire hazard, and as such should be reduced as rapidly as is
possible.

Burning is the ouickest and most efficient way of

doing this.

There are difficulties and disadvantages in burning at

any season, and one must compare all the advantages and all
the disadvantages from every angle for each particular set
of conditions.

It is obvious that there are very positive

advantages to reforestation of prompt burning.

Slash burning, in the Douglas-fir region of western

Oregon, may be done safely and to the advantage of timber
management if proper methods and techniques are used, and
because of this a knowledge of the use of fire is very
important.
***
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